Dusting Mitt
Item #s: Blue–308000, Green–308002 (Host Gift Only)

P R O B L E M : Using popular spray cleaners to dust your home is not only
expensive, but it also releases harmful aerosols into the air. Rub-on furniture polish may
bring a luster to wood, but over time it can dull the finish, attract dust and create buildup.
And the chemicals in some of these products may aggravate allergies—or worse.
S O L U T I O N : Dust without chemicals using the Norwex Dusting Mitt. It
attracts dust like a magnet and even keeps it from resettling. Just slip it on and you’re
ready to go! The static electricity created as it passes over a surface allows it to quickly
pick up dust from all surfaces, leaving your home cleaner so you can breathe easier.

D e sc r ip tion:
The Dusting Mitt can be used wet or dry
and is ideal for quick, chemical-free dusting
throughout the house, including blinds,
screens and other hard-to-clean areas. With
its thick texture; dense, plush fibres and
unique mitt design, the Dusting Mitt attracts
and holds dust and allergens and won’t let
them go. BacLock™* in the cloth—our micro
silver antibacterial agent—goes to work
to self-purify and inhibit bacterial odours,
mould and mildew growth within the mitt.
Size: 26cm x 14cm / 10.24” x 5.51”

Key Features:
•C
 ontains Norwex’s exclusive BacLock™*
agent
• T hick, plush fibres attract and hold dust for
a long-lasting clean
•C
 an be used dry for dusting or wet for
general cleaning
•O
 pen spaces in the fibres created by the
splitting process allow the mitt to lift away
maximum dust and dirt.

Key B e nefits:
• No need for waxy solutions that can dull
furniture, or harsh chemicals that can harm
your family’s health
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• S aves money by eliminating expensive
dusting products and furniture polish

• Clean by shaking vigorously outside or by using
the Rubber Brush.

• E liminates residual “chemical muck” left
behind by typical cotton cloths and harsh
cleaning products

• Slightly dirty microfibre can be washed with
Norwex Dishwashing Liquid under warm running
water and used again before laundering.

• T he ultra-soft and fine microfibre is woven
into a higher pile for a more powerful static
charge to attract and hold dust.

• If the Dusting Mitt is used for heavy cleaning,
wash using Norwex Ultra Power Plus, which
contains no fillers, after each use. Do not use
bleach, fabric softeners or dryer sheets.

• T raps dust and grime in the mitt and leaves
surfaces cleaner, so you won’t have to
clean as often.
• Used dry for dusting, it creates static
electricity that lifts the smallest particles of
dust and dirt up into the cloth and prevents
them from resettling back onto surfaces.
•B
 acLock*, the micro silver agent in the
cloth, goes to work with self-purification
properties against mould, fungi and
bacterial odour within 24 hours so that
it is ready to use again.

How to Use :
• Use it dry to dust all surfaces, including
mini-blinds, fans, lamps, railings, chandeliers,
plants, cupboards, vents, fireplace screens
and more!
• Before dusting electronics, turn them off for
a while as the electrostatic charge they emit
can hold dust to them, competing with the
pull from the static electricity in the mitt.
• For heavily soiled surfaces, such as blinds
and screens, moisten the mitt or use a damp
Enviro Cloth and clean thoroughly.

• Rinse thoroughly after washing and air or
machine dry.

D e m o Ti p s :
• Point out that the Dusting Mitt works especially
well for areas like railings, where greasy fingerprints
attract dust. The Dusting Mitt removes not only the
dust, but the grease and grime that attracts dust,
too!

D i d You K n ow ?
• The original idea behind some traditional
cleaning products was that dust would adhere
to the sticky, oily chemicals in them. But while
the soapy or oily solution may help pull dust
into the cloth, it also remains behind on the
surface, attracting even more dust. This not only
increases the amount of dust on the surface, but
it also necessitates more frequent dusting.
All Norwex Microfibre products carry a twoyear warranty. Please visit Norwex.com for
complete details.
*Contains BacLock, an antibacterial agent
for self-cleansing purposes only. The agent
is solely designed to inhibit bacterial odour,
mould and/or mildew growth within the
product.
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CO M P L E M E N TA R Y P R O D U C T S
• Enviro Cloth

• Spray Bottle

• Rubber Brush

• Kids Dust Mitt
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